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A theorist’s review of the field driven by 
the experiment;

therefore, the emphasis in the talk will be 
not on the answers,

but on the questions

Disclaimer: not a systematic review of heavy ion theory
                                                 see talk by N. Borghini



Understanding QCD

QCD = quarks + geometry
                              (local gauge invariance,

                                               gluon fields) 

Elegant, consistent, and correct theory



From particles to fields in QCD

Particles Fields
(Geometry)



At short distances, 
the strong force becomes weak 
(anti-screening) -
one can access the “asymptotically 
free” regime in hard processes

and in super-dense matter
(inter-particle distances ~ 1/T)

But: Strong confining interaction at large distances -
must understand dynamics of fields!

Asymptotic Freedom:
particles of QCD revealed



From particles to fields:
collective phenomena as the essence of QCD

• From partons to strong color fields:            
nuclear wave functions at small x

• Hydrodynamics:                                                 
the other (low-energy) TOE; AdS/CFT;         
phase diagram; anomalies                                   
and chiral magnetic effect

• Jets:the flow of energy and momentum in QCD

• The probes: heavy quarks, dileptons, ..
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The origin of classical background field 

Gluons with large rapidity and large occupation number
act as a background field for the production of slower gluons

static field sources

“Color Glass Condensate” 

Coherent field with occupation number 
suppression of hard processes at small x;
depletion of back-to-back (quantum) correlations

! 1
!s(Qs)



Coherent interactions -
from partons to fields at small x 
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At small Bjorken x, hard processes develop over large 
longitudinal distances lc !

2!

Q2
=

1
mx

At small x, when these distances exceed the size of the nucleus,
parton interactions become coherent



Breaking the coherence
in nuclear collisions
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Coherence of gluon fields inside
the nuclei tames hadron multiplicities



The scaling in the centrality dependence 
of hadron multiplicity at RHIC and LHC
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The origin
of scaling
within the
parton 
saturation 
picture:

(KLN)

! 1
!s(Qs)

ALICE PRL;       J.Wessels, PLHC 2011



Phase transitions:

deconfinement

Chiral symmetry
restoration

UA(1) restoration

Data from lattice QCD simulations  F. Karsch et al

QCD at high energy density:
gauge fields with boundary conditions (horizons)

Is T~200 MeV “hot” or “cold”? The answer depends 
on the strength of interactions and gauge field dynamics



How does the produced matter evolve?
The remarkable success of hydrodynamics 
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R. Snellings [ALICE Coll.] Talk at QM2011



Hydrodynamics:
an effective low-energy

Theory Of Everything (TOE)
• Hydrodynamics states that the response of the 

fluid to slowly varying perturbations is 
completely determined by conservation laws 
(energy, momentum, charge, ...)

14Little Bang Big Bang



Hydrodynamics
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P. Sorensen
[STAR]
QM 2011
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Promise to discriminate between various 
initial conditions using higher harmonics:

S. Bathe [PHENIX Coll] QM 2011
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But more work is needed to realize it:

J. Velkovska [CMS Coll] QM 2011

M. Luzum,
QM 2011

Glauber

Glauber

Color Glass
(KLN)

Color Glass
(KLN)



Quantifying the transport 
properties of QCD matter

• Hydrodynamics:                                                                      
an effective low-energy theory, expansion in the ratio of 
thermal length 1/T to the typical variation scale L,  

• Each term in this derivative expansion is multiplied by an 
appropriate transport coefficient
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very small shear viscosity -
“perfect liquid”; strong coupling! 

! ! 1
LT



     The metaphor of the cave, 2010 A.D. 

“The prisoners would take the shadows to be real things and the echoes to be real 
sounds, not just reflections of reality, since they are all they had ever seen or heard.”

Black hole
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Low-energy effective ToE: hydrodynamics

Caveman’s view:   
 Shear viscosity

 Bulk viscosity

 Rate of topological     
transitions            

Holographic view:

Particle contents of 
supergravity:
gravitons, dilatons,
axions

       AdS5 “Reality”:
 Graviton propagation

 Dilaton propagation

 Axion propagation



Relativistic hydrodynamics and 
quantum anomalies

• Hydrodynamics: an effective low-energy TOE. 
States that the response of the fluid to slowly 
varying perturbations is completely 
determined by conservation laws (energy, 
momentum, charge, ...)

• Conservation laws are a consequence of 
symmetries of the underlying theory 

• What happens to hydrodynamics when these 
symmetries are broken by quantum effects 
(anomalies of QCD and QED)? 21



Anomalies and topology of gauge fields



where we have introduced the linear densities of the left- and right-moving
charges.

In a real wire however the electromagnetic fields can propagate in (3+1)
dimensions, while the fermions are restricted to (1 + 1) dimensions. This
means that the chiral charge is still given by (??) and requires the existence
of both electric and magnetic fields. Let us assume that the carriers of charge
move with the Fermi velocity vF . The densities of the right- and left-moving
electric currents are thus

JR = e vF nR; JL = e vF nL. (42)

In (1 + 1) dimensions, the densities are related to the chemical potentials by
µL,R = hvF nL,R, where h is the Planck constant. The net electric current
moving through the wire is therefore

J = JR ! JL =
e

h
(µR ! µL). (43)

On the other hand, the di!erence between the chemical potentials for the
left- and right-moving charges is determined by the voltage V applied to the
wire: µR!µL = eV (the anomaly relation tells us that this voltage is created
by the electric field). Therefore, we get

J =
e2

h
V. (44)

Reconciling this with Ohm’s law J = ! V , we find that the conductance ! of
the quantum wire is given by a combination of the fundamental constants:

! =
e2

h
(45)

5.2. Fermions in external magnetic field
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µ5 = A0
5

Chiral Magnetic Effect
in a chirally imbalanced plasma

Fukushima, DK, Warringa, PRD‘08
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Chiral chemical potential is formally 
equivalent to a background chiral gauge field:

In this background, vector e.m. current 
is not conserved:

Compute the current through

The result: Coefficient is fixed 
by the axial anomaly, 
no corrections

23



Chiral magnetic conductivity:
discrete symmetries
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P-even
T-odd

P-odd

P-odd

P-odd
T-odd

P-odd effect!

T-even
Non-dissipative current!
(quantum computing etc)

cf Ohmic
conductivity:

T-odd,
dissipative

!J = " !E



Is there a way to observe topological charge 
fluctuations in experiment?

Relativistic ions create
a strong magnetic field:

H
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arXiv:1105.0385 May 3, 2011



!µsµ ! 0

Chiral MagnetoHydroDynamics (CMHD) -
relativistic hydrodynamics with triangle 

anomalies and external electromagnetic fields
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First order (in the derivative expansion) formulation:
D. Son and P. Surowka, arXiv:0906.5044

Constraining the new anomalous transport coefficients:
positivity of the entropy production rate, 

CME
(for chirally
imbalanced
matter)



Chiral MagnetoHydroDynamics (CMHD) -
relativistic hydrodynamics with triangle 

anomalies and external electromagnetic fields
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First order hydrodynamics has problems with causality and is 
numerically unstable, so second order formulation is necessary;

Complete second order formulation of CMHD:
DK and H.-U. Yee, 1105.6360 (June 1)

Many new transport coefficients - use conformal/Weyl invariance;
still 18 independent transport coefficients related to the anomaly. 
15 that are specific to 2nd order; 13 are computed

new

Many new anomaly-induced phenomena!



Slide from S. Voloshin



NB: P-even quantity (strength of P-odd fluctuations);
consistent with the measured balance functions
(dynamical charge correlations) - Talk by G. Westfal; ongoing work



S.Esumi et al 
[PHENIX Coll]
April 2010
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B. Mohanty [STAR Coll] QM 2011

Signal 
disappears



CME studies at the LHC

33P. Cristakoglou, J. Schukraft [ALICE Coll] Talks at QM 2011



34P. Cristakoglou [ALICE Coll] Talk at QM 2011

Comparison with models
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A new test: baryon asymmetry

CME Vorticity-induced 
“Chiral Vortical Effect”

CME: 
(almost) only 
electric charge

CVE: 
(almost) only 
baryon charge

DK, D.T.Son
arXiv:1010.0038; PRL

There has to be a positive correlation between 
electric charge and baryon number! mixed correlators - e.g.  



Response of QCD matter to 
fast collimated perturbations (jets)
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Jets in QCD matter: 
suppressed, but shape unmodified?
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Slide from B.Wyslouch
[CMS Coll] QM 2011
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Jets in QCD matter: 
suppressed, but shape unmodified?
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P.Steinberg [ATLAS Coll] QM 2011

B. Wyslouch 
[CMS Coll] 
QM 2011

No change in shape between central
and peripheral collisions

Formation time of gluon radiation - do not expect modification at 
small angle, large z;
but: surprise at small z, large angles

G. Tonelli 
[CMS Coll]
PLHC 2011

L. Pontecorvo
[ATLAS Coll]
PLHC 2011



The plasma thermometer:
quarkonium suppression

39

Slide from B.Wyslouch
[CMS Coll] QM 2011



Understanding the dynamics of  
gauge fields with heavy ions 
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 Weak/vacuum fields
 Strong static fields 
 Real-time dynamics
 Gauge fields with boundary 
conditions/ event horizons
 Low-energy effective Theory of 
Everything: hydrodynamics
 Topology of gauge fields;         
Chiral MagnetoHydroDynamics

 Jets, parton fragmentation
 Small x distributions in nuclei 
 EM probes, jets, heavy quarks
 Bulk behavior, soft photons 
and dileptons 
 Transport properties: shear 
and bulk viscosities, vorticity
 Chiral magnetic effect

Problem Measurements



Summary

41

Heavy ions at LHC and RHIC offer 
a unique window into the dynamics of
Quantum ChromoDynamics under 
extreme conditions

New results with broad significance
not limited to nuclear/particle physics


